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2023 Benchmarks are Now Available

Read More!
Simplify the FMV
process with





Take the complexity out of physician transactions once and for all

Explore MD Ranger
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THESE PROGRESSIVE ORGANIZATIONS USE MD RANGER:
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"I don't have to engage consultants and be at their beck and call. It is the most cost-effective, efficient tool I have."
MARIA KWOK
General Cousel
Chinese Hospital

Learn more about Maria's story in this video highlight






POWERFUL SEARCH CAPABILITIES
Access 1500+ benchmarks instantly
[image: ]350+ non-clinical, non-salary physician service payments like ED call coverage, medical direction, telemedicine, clinical hourly rates, and more

[image: ]15+ hospital-based group stipends, including hospitalists, anesthesiology, and emergency

[image: ]Salary and productivity benchmarks from 145+ specialties taken from 70,000 physicians nationwide





MEET FEDERAL GUIDELINES
Document FMV with ease
[image: ]Run automated reports for negotiations

[image: ]Reduce reliance on outside FMV opinions

[image: ]Documentation has never been so easy!









DRIVE PERFORMANCE
Analyze, budget and plan
[image: ]Identify and monitor your riskiest arrangements

[image: ]Plan for future service line and facility growth

[image: ]Determine overall physician spend





Why MD Ranger
MD Ranger was founded to simplify and improve FMV analysis for physician transactions. Healthcare organizations need trustworthy benchmarks and tools to streamline negotiations and documentation. Replace expensive, time-consuming consultants with a comprehensive solution. Solve the physician transaction component of your compliance and legal program with MD Ranger.

[image: ]Comprehensive online technology


[image: ]More benchmarks, larger sample sizes


[image: ]Automate FMV documentation


[image: ]Compare rates across your organization


[image: ]Contract negotiation features


[image: ]Auditing &
monitoring tools


[image: ]Expert support &
analysis


[image: ]Facility spend benchmarks





1,500+
[image: ]Compensation benchmarks


100,000+
Physicians surveyed
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50
States in database
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Talk to us today to test drive MD Ranger

Hi, I'm Allison. Upon filling out the form, I'll be in touch with you as soon as possible!



Thank you! Your submission has been received!

Oops! Something went wrong while submitting the form.
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Office: (650) 692-8873
Email: info@mdranger.com
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